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Keep your gas bottles well protected as you go with
durable, UV-resistant travel covers from Coverworld.
These purpose-built neoprene sleeves fit like a glove
over gas cylinders and remove and refit easily for
convenient refilling. There’s even a dedicated opening
for your gas pipes built right into their practical design.
A drawcord at the base, heavy-duty hook and loop
fasteners that ensure a snug fit, and a padded design
help protect your bottles from the negative effects of
a harsh climate and preserve their long term looks and
performance.

m.au.

For more information on this or any of Coverworld’s
other exciting products, or to place an order, call
1300 734 759 or visit: www.coverworld.com.au

SHOCKERHITCH

The connection between your van and tow vehicle is arguably the most important element of touring and travel. With
a typical hard connection, every pothole could mean a
jarring thump that threatens to beat up you and your equipment.
The rocker arm pivot design of the ShockerHitch receiver
mount offers a unique down and back motion that helps
eliminate vibration, bumping, or jerking without the need
for additional slides, shock absorbers or multiple air bags.
By installing a premium air ride towing coupler like the
ShockerHitch, you’ll dramatically improve your ride quality
and connection reliability.
For more information on the ShockerHitch receiver mount,
call (04) 1878 6952 or visit: www.shockerhitch.com.au

FLAT OUT
SULLAGE HOSES

Australian-made flat sullage hoses from FLAT
OUT International are made from heavy-duty
memory vinyl to eliminate seeping and their
unique design allows them to automatically
expand when unwound from the reel.
With a 25mm diameter, the FLAT OUT sullage hose connects easily to your caravan so
that a fluent line can be laid from your vehicle
to the drain. You’ll save on van space since
the FLAT OUT comes on its own compact reel
and packs away effortlessly after each use.
Available in in 6m and 9m lengths, the smooth
surface on these hoses make for easy cleaning and each kit comes complete with two end
plugs and a 25mm joiner.
For more information on FLAT OUT sullage
hoses, or to place an order, call
(02) 4474 0662 or visit: www.flatoutaust.com
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FULLSTOP SARACEN
HITCH LOCK
Designed to fit quickly and conveniently over most
standard caravan hitches, the Fullstop Saracen
security hitch lock from Purple Line is made
from especially hardened high tensile steel and
composite materials to prevent an unauthorised tow
vehicle from connecting to your caravan.
Resistant to cutting, picking, drilling or even gas
freezing, the Saracen’s integrated, high-security
nine-lever barrel lock is compatible with popular
coupling styles from all the major brands. Keep your
investment well protected, even when you’re not
around, with this premiere anti-theft device from
one of the most trusted names in RV security.
For more information on the Fullstop Saracen hitch
lock, or to place an order, call (03) 9588 2959 or
visit: www.purpleline.com.au

MILENCO LEVELS

Thanks to their lightweight and intelligent
design, Milenco levels from Dometic have
become a user-friendly alternative to using
chocks when levelling your caravan. Extrawide and built heavy-duty, Milenco levels
incorporate a special lattice design and
high-grip upper tread surface that pockets
the wheel as you go.
Since their dynamic shape and style
utilises 50% base surface and 50% top
surface, you’ll experience reliable and
consistent results with them even on sand
or softer surfaces. Available in a range of
heights and widths, there’s destined to

YA MATE ORGANIC
INSECT REPELLENT

Nothing can grind the enjoyment of your time spent
outdoors to a screeching halt faster than a nibbling
swarm of flying insects, but mossies, midges, sandflies, leeches and ticks don’t stand a chance against
the power of all-natural Ya Mate insect repellents
from the Love Oil Company.
Utilising a synergistic blend of essential oils and
plant extracts, non-toxic Ya Mate products contain
no DEET, parabens or petrochemicals so they’re
safe to use on bubs and children. For a 100% organic and environmentally friendly alternative that
delivers reliable protection from flying pests, trust
Ya Mate to take the bite out of camping.
For more information on the full range of Ya Mate
organic insect repellent products,
call (04) 0667 1359 or visit: www.loveoilco.com

be a set of Milenco levels out there built
specifically to change the way you level
your van forever.
For more information on this or any of
Dometic’s other exciting products, or to
place an order, call 1800 21 21 21 or visit:
www.dometicrvcentre.com.au
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